Terms and Condition of Subscription in SHABAB Product

Definitions:
Bank: Arab Bank PLC and all its Branches in the Republic of Egypt
Customer: The natural person who requests to open an account with
Arab Bank/ legal guardian/ custodian in case the account
holder is a minor.
SHABAB Product: Saving account in EGP (Egyptian Pound)/ USD
opened to Arab Bank Customers of the age category
specified by the Bank and the Bank provides a collection
of banking and non- banking privileges to this account
according to the Terms and Conditions indicated below
and the saving account SHABAB may not be a joint
account for minors.
Terms and Conditions:
1

1. The Customer undertakes to provide the amount of annual
subscription fees agreed on with the Bank and the expenses of
subscription in SHABAB Product when opening the account and
it absolutely authorizes the Bank to debit the periodically due fees
without requiring notification in this regard. Also, the Customer
authorizes the Bank to renew its subscription in this product and
the related product (s) and privileges time after time without
requiring notification in this regard.
2. SHABAB Product account is exempt from the minimum limit of
opening the account.
3. The Bank has the right, without illustrated causes, to cancel the
Product, a privilege thereof or to cancel the Customer
subscription in the Product immediately with notifying the
Customer in this regard by any method the Bank deems
appropriate.
4. In case of cancelling subscription in SHABAB Product based on
the Customer's or Bank's request or when the Customer reaches
25 years of age, all privileges granted to the Customer from
subscription in the Product shall be cancelled including
subscription in non-banking privileges and all interest rates, fees
and commissions specified for services, products and programs
shall apply according to the prices prevailing at that time.
5. The Customer subscribing in SHABAB Product enjoys the
privileges specified by the Bank and the Customer shall be
granted a free-of-charge Internet Shopping Card for the first year
and a free-of-charge Visa Electron Card for the first year and is
exempt from salary transfer fees and shall be granted direct
banking services as well (banking internet service and banking
phone service HALA ARABI and SMS Service.
6. Customer subscription in SHABAB Product qualifies it to enter
into periodic draws according to the Terms and Conditions of
these draws (for further details please contact any
communications channel of the Arab Bank “website of Arab
Bank, phone services center or branches).
7. The Customer who reaches adolescence may benefit from the
banking privileges related to obtaining credit cards and loans of
all types provided that the standards of granting to each products
are applicable and Customer participation in SHABAB is not to
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be considered as a prior approval from the Bank to grant the
Customer the privileges of this Product.
8. The provisions and instructions related to issuing and using the
credit card shall apply to the Customer in case it obtains a credit
card and the provisions and instructions related to obtaining
personal or car loans shall apply in case the Customer obtains any
of these loans.
9. Arab Bank bears no responsibility related to the level of the
service provided by a third party in case the Bank contracts with
such party in the future to provide non-banking privileges to
subscribers in the Product.
10.
The Customer undertakes to notify the Bank by a written
letter of any amendment or change of address or contact phone
numbers otherwise the notifications sent by the Bank to the
addresses mentioned by the Customer in the subscription
application shall be considered as legal and valid notification
with impacts against the Customer.
11.
Except for the obvious calculation error, the Customer
acknowledges that Bank books, entries and accounts are valid and
final and it shall not have the right to object in this regard and the
written certificate issued by the Bank indicating the amount of the
claimed balance is accepted as evidence against it. The Customer,
in advance, waives the challenge of the validity of this certificate
as well as any legal right that allows it to request displaying Bank
books, entries or statements and/or request expertise for the
purposes of auditing Bank accounts, books, entries and any
documents whatsoever and this waiver includes omitting the right
of challenging the validity of signatures on any banking
transaction.
12.
The Customer agrees to consider letters including facsimile
letters, telegrams, telex, microfilms, microfiche, computer
extracts, electronic copies and any other method of
communication or documentation the Bank may provide from its
files, records, books and accounts as legal proof methods, also,
the Customer considers these as conclusive evidence of the
included therein and omits its right to object on each or any of
these.
13.
These Terms and Conditions are subject to the provisions
of the Egyptian Law and Egypt Courts are exclusively competent
regarding any dispute arising from or related to applying and/or
interpreting any of these Terms and Conditions.
14. All the terms, conditions and instructions related to banking
products and services provided by the Bank shall apply to the
Customer once signed or at acknowledgement of review and the
Customer subscription in SHABAB Product has no impact on
these terms, conditions and instructions.
15. The account statement sent to the Customer at its account
mentioned in the application/ through the Internet Banking
Service (Electronic Statement) is considered finally approved
unless the Bank receives an objection in this regard within fifteen
days from the date it was sent to the Customer.
16. The Customer discharges the Bank from any responsibility in
case it requests to keep the correspondence with the Bank and the
Bank approves it and the Customer also omits its right of
claiming the Bank regarding any damage or responsibility as a
result of this.
17. In case any amounts were credited to the Customer account by
mistake, the Bank has the right, without recourse to the
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Customer, to debit the same amount on its account and the
Customer has no right to claim this amount in any case.
18.
Interest rate specified by the Bank shall be collected
automatically and interest is calculated on the account daily and
credited monthly to the account taking into consideration that the
Bank shall not calculate interest if the account balance was less
than the minimum limit specified by it to calculate interest at any
day of the month. The Customer authorizes the Bank to debit on
the account any amounts obtained by the Bank in the form of
credit facilities of any type and the Bank transfers these amounts
to the cash insurance account against banking facilities to secure
the settlement of the amounts due on the Customer, whether loan
principal granted in addition to debit interest due at the rate
applicable by the Bank and any other expenses provided that the
amount remains in possession of the Bank until settlement of all
Customer obligations towards the Bank.
19.
A temporary suspension of the account shall take place at
the end of each month to recognize the balance and the Bank
posts the balance to the beginning of the directly following month
and the Bank provides the Customer with a quarterly paper or
electronic statement indicating account movement and the
balance for the ended period. If the Customer did not receive the
sent statement it must visit the Bank to receive it within a period
of fifteen days from the beginning of the mentioned following
quarter.
20.
If the Customer desires to object on an entry or more in the
quarterly statement or on the validity of the Balance, it must
submit the written notification for objection within fifteen days
from the date of sending the account statement and it is agreed
that the objection submitted in this case is not authenticated
unless against a signature of receipt by the Bank Manager or its
Deputy.
21. In case of non-receipt of the mentioned written notification
within the period specified in Paragraph (20) of this Article, the
Customer is considered as received the statement and it approves,
finally and in a manner not subject to objection, any entry
included therein and the validity of the balance considering that
the mentioned written notice is the only evidence agreed by the
Bank and the Customer for this purpose with excluding any other
evidence including oath.
22. Daily withdrawal/ purchase limit from the account of SHABAB
Product Customers from 16 years of age until adolescence is
specified by the Bank and shall be as the minor's personal
expenses.
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